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Biodynamics was born in the course of 1924 and in the experiments done in the 
1920s. It is older than organic agriculture. Let us compare BD organics and chemical 
agriculture. 
 

Chemical  Biodynamic  Organic 
Quantity    Quality 
< environment    Respect environment 
Analysis    Synthesis 
Microscopic problems eg 
genome 

   Thinking in wholes 

Reductionist     
Cheap    Costs include the 

environmental cost 
Materialism – add a 
substance and all will be OK 

   A feeling at the base – not 
to add poisons 

Use death against a problem    Life/humus against 
problems 

 
Why are the preparations numbered from 500 upwards? (Reise and Pfeiffer) RS made 
5 series of preparations. 100 and 200 …. So the ones we have are from the last series 
of experiments. He altered the recipes and time spent stirring etc. RS the greatest 
modern initiate – even he had to make experiments to take account of the place and 
conditions. The 5th series is for all condition – universal. 
 
Immediately after Koberwitz things split. There were those who took on the spiritual 
aspects and those who took on the technical side which became the organic 
movement. This is the fault of those BD farmers who could not phrase the spiritual 
content well enough. The responsibility for misunderstanding is the teacher’s.  
 
There was an answer RS gave about seeds which is the key to dealing with GMO and 
its solution. Enzo did an experiment. 

 



The GM yellow corn is the dominant, the white is recessive. Mathematically it should 
all turn yellow. 
 
The BD seed was treated. In the flower of all plants there is a bacterial system for 
pollen recognition called a key and lock system. GM pollen is a Trojan horse. The 
spray increased recognition of GM pollen so it wouldn’t come through – a whistle 
blower spray. The same spray was sprayed on the flowers/tassles. 
 
Only 2% of the white corn became yellow. 61.5% of the yellow corn and turned 
white. It was as if the white had become dominant. The GM retreated. (The 
experiment cost €25,000 and there was no available money. Eco farmers were asked 
for funds but none was forth coming. In a course people asked what could be done 
against GM and this story was told and the money was raised there and then. 
 
So we can divide between those who can think freely and those who cannot. We had 
been told that what we were doing was impossible by agronomists. But unschooled 
folk are more open. 
 
Back to the opening table – the task of BD is to unite quality and quantity. Has it 
succeeded? No it has failed. The yield is below that of conventional agriculture. 
 
Ehrenfried Pfeiffer went to spring valley because he had too many ideas. Between 
1928 and 1930 he made absolutely incredible work in practical BD ie making BD 
practical using the holy nights and ashes of pests. When someone invents things and 
they work the US always takes them in! Back to Europe and he became a farming 
consultant – a low BD level – because he was not welcomed. 
 
BD has quality but not quantity. 
 
It respects the environment but it does not heal and repair the environment eg 
radioactivity and EMF and GM etc. To increase protection for plants etc is a vital 
work which must be undertaken. Only one person studied these things and that was 
Hugo Erbe. 
 
There are 9 layers of the Earth – antiMoon, antiMercury etc and antiAngels etc. 
Cthonic(?) 
 
A plant is typical of a place. It is indigenous it is altotochtonia (isotochtonia???) – 
‘same tones’. RS gave a meditiation to the Blue Card BD practitioners. It was given to 
Stegemann and kept very secret. 
 
The Lower deities weave in love 
The upper deities weave in freedom 
From love to freedom, from freedom to love. 
 
How can there be love underground? There is hell under the soil, evil. But RS says 
there is love. The plant is the heart which opens itself up. 
 
We will be holistic when we know both love and evil which is underground. 
 



Soul? This fills our life but we are spirit. Soul must be at the service of spirit. Matter 
must be at the service of the soul. This is virginity. Virginity is not an anatomical 
issue. It means that the spirit guides the soul and the soul guides the physical. The 
opposite is also clear. 
 
When matter or soul commands I become ill. If the soul’s passion guide me – I eat 5 
pieces of cake and the liver will suffer. Internal virginity controls pests etc. When 
asked if there were meditations to control pests RS said ’Yes, but that is for the future, 
we are not yet ready. There will be a festival and if you meditate then we can control 
pests and diseases – candlemas. Pre-Columbian St Americans and the Chinese 
celebrate these as big agricultural festivals. The Madonna of the candle is soul with te 
higher self in control If I concentrate on this day we can control parasites and pests. 
We have a booklet of meditations for each parasite – this is cheap and satisfying. 
 
RS had a vision of all the kingdoms evolving – mineral etc – it is our responsibility 
for the animals becoming human etc. When we were expelled from Paradise all the 
other kingdoms were expelled too. All Nature is waiting for us to rescue her and pay 
our debt. It is like a group is stranded in an Oasis and the strongest is given all the 
goods and sent off to get assistance. But when he gets to safety he forgets to go back 
and rescue the others. This is us – we have left Nature stranded and she is dying as we 
continue to exploit her. We can talk of Nature in moral terms. It is our duty to rescue 
her. Biodynamics should be for Nature and not just for better food for us. 
 
Nature is like a mother caught in childbirth but the child does not come. The child is 
the new Nature. 
 
If we have this inner attitude we become virgins and we can control the pests with 
imaginations. We must be of a certain age to have the relationship with Nature. It is 
like bees on a beekeeper. Our hormone storms must have steadied down for us to be 
covered in bees and safe. 
 
Varroa – the force which makes it explode is the beekeepers sexual freedom or 
sexuality. When he is in control of his sexual nature he can have bees swarming 
around him and with this he can control varroa with his presence. 
 
All diseases are external manifestations of our soul. If we work upon ourselves we 
can get rid of all pests and diseases. 
 
The Agriculture course talks of the cosmic and earthly forces and how they interact. 
The first lecture starts with this. This is medicine. We have to change the names. 
 

 
 



Zoe is a circle working inwards - Zodiac 
 
What does Aries do in plants? What does Taurus do? We don’t know but RS starts 
with this 
 
For example peppers: skin a mouse when Venus is in Scorpio. Burn it. When I burn it 
I go out of the circle of lie and the mouse does not want to go there anymore. 5000 Ha 
of rabbits. Made ashes and spread them. Day 1 nothing, day 2 also – day three and 
rabbits come from their burrows and gather together, nervous then fleeing. The came 
to the centre and the next day the escape not to return for 70 years. 
 
These ashes were made on June 8th 1924. Venus was not in Scorpio. RS is a bit of a 
joker. He said do one thing and yet he does another. This is why Maria Thun’s ashes 
don’t work. 
 
We must find the relationship between the sky (planets and organs and signs) and the 
animals. When an animal sees its demon it flees – need virginity. This opens up[ 
biodynamics. We don’t know life – Generic life as Bios but we must differentiate bios 
and Zoe. 
 
Zoe is the free life – it ends where the last star ends. Also known as Akasha or the 
cosmic ether. Bios is limited – it is born, lives and dies. Our job is only one – to 
bring Zoe into Bios. 
 
In the UK we are lucky – we have a good climate with lots of life. But the secret is to 
find all the way to Zoe into Bios. We have 5 years left to do this. When we have 
transformed the antiGods into love a new Nature will be born. Our responsibility is to 
give birth to this. 
 
We have to come out of the church of RS to do this – we must be free. We must come 
out of taking into giving. Nature gives back many times more 
 
_______  
COFFEE 
 
 
The lemniscus: 

 



What is external in the upper is internal in the lower. The language of the alchemist 
we have sulphur, mercury and salt. The middle point is Mercury or exchange or 
equilibrium. If exchange is good we are healthy. In the tree roots sap raises internally 
and descend exteriorly. This is reversed above ground. (If this cross over Crown is in 
the soil we get aphids.) Something similar happens in mans Grey and White matter. 
 
Therapy occurs at the central point of this lemniscus. We can make a RS/BD 
lemniscus 
 
Plants manifest in four aspects; root leaf flower and seed. 
 

 
 
4 - Greek elements – manifestation 
3 - processes 
7 – interior life, and the mysteries of time 
12 – form and the mysteries of form 
 
But everything is a unity. Lemniscus is a Greek word which comes from Lemni – 
word and Scata – path of ribbon. So the lemniscus is the path on which the creative 
word descends. 
 
The Earth was formed by 4 enormous triangles which joined and swollen up together. 
Volcanic activity along the seams. Tetrahedron. 
 
We can draw a conventional lemniscus: 
 



 
 

This is materialistic alchemy. 
 
There is an organic lemniscus. 
 

 
This is OK if the sun is out but we cannot change that. 
 
______ 
 
In the BD lemniscus not all the lemniscus is entirely inside the square – part above 
and part below. So there are parts of the centripetal and centrifugal which are no 
within manifestation! Something can continually enter in and out eg Zoe below and 
Zoe above. The task of the farmer is to bring Zoe into Bios and there are these 2 ways 
or doors!!! 
 
We must recognise them and learn how to open them. If there is no Sun we can bring 
it as 501. If there is not manure we can use 500. This is why RS talks of 500 as a 
spiritual manure. We prepare this between Michaelmas and Easter. 
 



 
 
Some places manifestation touches the spirit ie as RS and spirit knew. IN Germany a 
big festival on Rogation Sunday. 
 
Candlemas – life awakens – baptism – Yarrow 502 
Beltane – Confirmation – 505 – Oak 
St Lawrence – Marriage – 506 Dandelion 
All souls – Extreme unction – 507 – Valerian 
Easter – confession to a priest – 503 Chamomile 
Michaelmas – Confession to yourself, self consciousness – 504 
 
2 missing sacraments. Ordination when we go to God – 501 – into the light. And 
communion when we connect to God who came to us – 500. 
 
This is biodynamics. Use the preparations as needed by Nature. 500 connects the 
roots and leaves. Preparations can be used alone not just in compost heaps. RS wanted 
to give 3 agriculture courses but died after the first. What might he have given in the 
other two? BD has made a small church and a dogma! RS always gave foundations – 
grundlage – we can build upon it. 
 
He talked of other courses to Lili kolisko ie what to potentised. 50 years of 
experimentation and sensitive crystallisation and capillary dynamolysis. Enzo paid for 
her work to be translated into Italian. 
 
3 lemnisci Conventional, organic and Biodynamic – the physical soul and spiritual 
lemnisci. 



In the first medical course RS spoke to the homeopaths in one way. The second was 
totally different. And the delegates asked why. RS says of course it is totally different 
– it is a year later. Or the Hamburg Waldorf school is totally different from the 
Stuttgaart school. To pass through time we need a higher conscience. 
 
So our first problem is Nitrogen – and it must not be of a mineral origin, always 
living. And 504 must use nettle – Michael’s preparation. 
 
An experiment from Greece – Olive fly. Oak is mars and pests were strengthened 
first. Mars rapes and then marries a goddess – Venus. The most beautiful. 
 
RS says that etherically, Mars talks to Venus. Oak tree (Mars) needs a wife. We give 
him Venus to leave the olive trees alone. 
 
Mars’ agression has become a pest/parasite and so Yarrow (Venus) is given. But there 
is no Yarrow in Greece.  ‘Who is yarrow?‘ We must then read from the book of 
Nature. 
 
We took some local flowers and macerated them and sprayed this over the trees. End 
of problem even though there were big problems throughout the region. This is how 
one moves ones mind and thinking. I must know that I need nature. 
 
We can start potentising BD preparations. A word in Italian and Greek – AZOTO – 
‘without life’. A trace of the Sun in the Earth’s surroundings Without the sun nothing 
grows. The sun has two ambassadors – Gold as used by Schauberger and nitrogen – 
80% of the air at ground level 
 
It is important to know that below our consciousness we put out Nitrogen. Not life, 
but the information. Not manure but its information. If of organic origin it is the child 
of the Sun. If inorganic it cannot bring information. Electricity brings it from the sub-
ether corrupted by Lucifer (Ahriman in magnetism). A potential difference release the 
current. This polarity is antipathy, division, hatred. This is electricity. We need to 
develo love from beneath…. 
_______ 
LUNCH 
 
Nitrogen continued – N fixed by leguminous bacteria. There are two types of plants – 
those through which the earth inhales, and exhales. Leguminosae are those that inhale. 
To exhale we need a force. We need nodules and bacteria and we need Ca/lime in the 
soil. Leguminosae work well in calcareous soils. Centripetal/500 force. Takes N from 
the air and uses the bacteria to mediate. Lime is a greedy person – in us it is the 
skeleton. 
 
When we fell from paradise, we were diamond or a light body (Adam – diamond – of 
Carbon). We have now become dark carbon – organic chemistry is the science of our 
fall. 
 
The karma of this fall – Luciferic – we have an Ahrimanic fall. Carbon called in lime 
– our bones – Ahrimans form. Hatred like the electricity. Electric/hatred is artificial. 
This hatred we have added. We always need hatred to fix N!! – Ca or electricity. 



N carries the form into the physical and to penetrate the physical it needs a door and 
this door is called ‘death’. 
 
A plant is linked to the zodiac but also to the planets. The genius of the language 
knows this. The zodiac manifests in the consonants and the planets in the vowels. ‘E’ 
is mars, determined and aggressive action. Plants do not have mars and take it from 
the outside. What is the gesture of mars? The plant brings Mars in fro outside – 
phylotaxis: the way the leaves are inserted into the stalk. 
 
A plant is linked into planets. 7 different forces which bring information to the plant. 
Like seven computer programmes. I use one or the other or teams to my tasks. This 
means 7 different nitrogens. Chemically they are all the same as humans are 
chemically the same. 
 
Tiller the wheat – N of Mercury. Represent the same thing – multiplication. Wheat 
with one stem. In March it tillers – clover. Quality of wheat add Silica – not vetch or 
clover –shown in the verticality. Alfalfa then. Quantity – need a legume with mass – 
use beans – broad beans. 
 
Thinking in this way the crop rotation changes. Eg potatoes – the flowering force is 
retained in the stem which swells. So beans again. 
 
Apple is linked to the sun (rosaceae) and Jupiter (makes the flesh round). 
 
Pea – round and when dried it is yellow as the Sun and Wheat. 
 
Jupiteralone makes our muscles. A meat animal to put on weight you connect it to 
Jupiter. If you want more milk you connect it to the Moon. Makes Jupiter and Moon 
hedges instead of steroids and GSH. 
 
Sow peas every three years between the apple trees to remind the apple trees to grow 
to Jupiter. 
 
Alternate bearing seasons – can be climate or th tree forgets it is an apple. It needs to 
remember via N – eg in the rain. The next year it is ready again to make apples. 
 
Living N has these 7 types. 
 
To bring quantity as well as quality you need to study these aspects of N. Also 7 types 
of Si and Ca etc etc. so the headache continues….. As usual RS gives us a little 
information and we have to develop the rest. 
 
Vine – leaves and fruit rich in Ca. Vineyards need clover to develop regrwoth and to 
bring in the sugar we need. We must consider what plants to grow around our vines. 
 
¿Cremation? 
The original copies of the agricultural course were copied and numbered. People had 
to put their names in a book and if they handed it over the receipient had to put their 
name into the copy. The agriculture course is white magic. Black magicians too the 
information and used it to try and ‘solve the problem’ of the jews. 



Commisioner Jews from Russian front if captured and their head was cut off and a 
special train was used to send the head back to Nurenberg. At this time to get any 
train was a real problem. It must have been considered especially important. These 
were burned and then spread around Europe. 
 
Mad cow disease – cows were incinerated and burned over two years. Found the 
moment of the right arrangement – up chimney and sent around. Cows lose 
connection with their group soul. Same with bird flu. Also with pigs. All these ashes 
separate animals form their group soul. Then the animals lose their instincts. 
 
Eg – American foul brood – burn everything and its lost. Problem is not the disease, 
it’s the ashes. 
 
It doesn’t work with man since we are all of the zodiac and we can be burned 12 
times. Still there are very few jews in Germany. It has a disturbing effect. 
 
Enzo did a lot of research wit hashes – Rats, mice, wild bore, pigeons. He has been 
doing work with pubic administrations but he keeps this secret since it is so 
dangerous. Study the sky on the 8th June 1924. It is a very delicate topic. You can do 
unimaginable evil with this. 
 
Corn biomass – kernel is made into a fuel. Biodiesel – so ashes. And then the field has 
diseases. Only one answer – a lot of force to Zoe because the group soul or the 
individual aspect of species. All solanaceae all over the world all through past and 
future relate to a singe ‘I’. When we say apple is related to the Sun it is the apples 
spiritual entity. This will preside over all apples – a significant entity. When we do 
ashes we push away and disconnect this. 
 
GM – the group soul doesn’t recognise its daughter and abandons it. 
 
The Chinese have modified the bee to increase Royal Jelly production. The group 
soul retreats further. Hives are suddenly abandoned. A mystery – not just the queen or 
workers or the newly hatched – all disappear. Brood cells are empty. The Queen 
wasn’t even laying eggs. The group soul has separated so far that the instinct is totally 
gone. 
 
When a group soul goes – where does it retreat to? First it retreats to the zodiac. Even 
when we use hybrids in fields hybrid seeds are no longer pure individuals. An 
unnatural link has been made. And if I make one of these in Scotland the loss is 
across the whole world! If one mouse knows then all mice know. 
 
So the first refuge is the zodiac. Since almost all are now hybrids our current 
agriculture is terminally ill. 
 
BD may work if we study the two parts of Zoe in the lemniscus above and below the 
manifestation. 
 
With Gm there was a further retreat. Steiner, in ‘Theosophy’ only, talks about what is 
beyond the zodiac. 
 



Lokk at the zodiac from outside we see it form a cross with the milky way. This gives 
two bands of stars with zones in between with far less stars. Also see RS astronomy 
course. 
 

 
There are 4 areas between the stars – regions of the ‘germs’ – eg spiritual germs of the 
minerals etc. These areas are our potential salvation. This is where GM sends the 
group souls – to these deserts of few stars between the two belts of the zodiac and the 
milky way. We have to explain something to the group souls. Part of humanity has 
and continues to rape Nature but there are those who wish to forge a new alliance 
with Nature. 
 
When a plant connects itself to a group soul then we se rye with a 270 mm long head. 
Enzo shows us one in a test tube he had grown. From each stalk are 300 seeds when 
normally there is only 80 or so. 
 
We arrive at the door of the plants and a new quality descends. IN the apocalypse it 
says man will make new plants in a laboratory and not the field. This sounds like GM. 
What is said in the apocolypse? Nature is given into mans hands and Man can bring 
the zodiac and sun to the plants – a man who knows – a scientist. In the future when a 
man is in his lab, his bench is like an altar. All the plants and animals and minerals are 
in our hands! Today, 80 years after Koberwitz, we must build this skyscraper on the 
‘foundations’. We must do this in 5 years. We have this responsibility. 
 
Eg Mohammed goes to the desert with a normal horse and comes back with an Arab 
horse which is now part of almost all stock. Mohammed did good spiritual genetics. 
 
The master of this was Zarathustra. He made all the domestic plants from wild ones. 
We have to bring the plants back from these deserts. 



When Mohammed brought back the horse from the desert its gestation period was 233 
days – not 243 days like a draft horse. He made the horse go through 4 x 29.5 
(synodic cycles) of the moon and 4 x 27.3 (sidereal cycles) days. He modified the 
connection of the horse and the Moon. Sidereal Moon is the cycle of the Moon with 
the stars. Mohammed had a lunar initiation and thus came via the Moon to the Milky 
way and to the deserts. 
 
Zarathustra came through the door of the Sun. RS used the door of the preparations 
and if we have understood we can do this too. Practice follows from this. Just know 
and read. I came hoping to bring a message. We need more people to work for Nature. 
Nature needs free people. Who is available to work with the tools we have made? 
Who feels they have this debt to Nature? 
 
After the baptism in the Jordan Christ descended into Jesus for 40 days he went into 
the desert to renew Man. 
 
RS said that in the language of the gospels we talk of the Sea, the Mountains and 
Deserts. These are the three higher levels of mind. 
 
We have the foundation for a new Nature. All plants and animals and stones around 
us will change. To depollute a soil I go to the mineral desert. 70% of Mercury, 
atrazine, diesel, lead Arsenic etc – gone!  
 
In Holland now you cannot sell polluted land. One house in Holland had diesel 2.5m 
below ground level. One could bring a bulldozer and relocate the soil. Enzo drilled 
holes every 7 m 2 metres down and set pipes in these. In the pipes he put 
homeodynamic preparations. 2 months later 85% of the diesel had disappeared. No 
other system can remove even 1%. 
 
We are solar –we go through the sun like Zarathustra. What is the Sun? It is 
indescribable. In the course of a year it passes the Zodiac and it indicates time. Turn 
of the sun and space is lost to me because it is dark. Sun allows me to connect to 
space and time and it is also a door to get out of space and time. Time becomes 
eternity after the Sun. Space becomes the sea of forming of the etheric forces. There is 
much to study like Wachsmuth and Ernst Marti and also Hugo Erbe. 
 
Diesel has become – it was not here at some time in the past. It is ancient forest. Time 
made the plants into oil. Can I go the other way? From oil into plants? I explain to the 
diesel to go back to plants. I add diesel to water and potentised it. In the left hand time 
goes forward. In the right hand time goes backward!! Up and down incarnates the 
varroa more and more. 
 
One becomes, one leaves. A bridge. It is very simple. No technology is involved. The 
instruments are one bottle. Mind is all. 
 
Man will have according to his consciousness. Ashes have to be potentised in this 
way. Maria Thun has done amazing work but she hasn’t used the doors. The 12 hills 
around her place connects her to the Zodiac. And hence it is given and she potentises 
like Hahnemann. 
 



Isotherapeutic treatment. Diesel cures diesel. 
 
¿What are the rosettes around the room, and the gizmos at the back? One rosette is 
anti-EMF and underground water courses. It covers 100 m2. The other is for the 
immune system ie the higher self in the etheric body. In enhances resistance to 
diseases. 
 
For example, a friend brought it who had Parkinson’s disease. In the evening her 
niece bought her one of these and left it on the table. The next day the aunt was 
crying. This was the first night I have slept without pain. It doesn’t cure but it 
increases your resistance. 
 
The medallion is especially for when you are driving when we would lose our higher 
bodies. It keeps our self together. Put it around neck and 33% more energy especially 
when travelling around. Healing takes half as long. Pains of menstruation disappear. 
 
The little ones go on the back of mobile phones against EMF. These have been tested 
in many ways. 
 
The curled pipe is a water vitaliser. It is in the form of the new Etheric circulation of 
the Earth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Water which goes through this does the job of 6 x the volume for plants when 
irrigating and the irrigation becomes therapeutic – it helps plants and diseases. Heavy 
metals are etherically encapsulated so they don’t interact with us. It took ten years to 
make this device. 
 
There are three spirals on the agricultural version. Bigger pipes required. 
 
We also do skirting boards which help heal house pathologies. 
 
There are beds which work on the four bodies of man. The strengthen the higher self 
and soul when out in sleep and protect the physical and etheric bodies in the bed. 75% 
(25%?) less sleep is needed. 
 
When the first bed came Enzo was excited and set it up right away during a lecture 
and explained all the forms in 10 minutes. When in between the bed boards he felt 
taller. One man stepped in a got out without his crutches!!!! 
____ 
TEA 
 



So, when farming we must connect Zoe to Bios. There are 7 ways. 
 

1. Seedbaths 
2. Spray the plants 
3. 13 Holy nights 
4. Spray the products when necessary 
5. Trees 
6. Compost 
7. Farm organism 

 
Seedbaths – a very simple technique. 3 ml of product per Kg of seed and then keep 
well sealed for 24 hours. Up to 4 products for each batch of seeds. There are 53 
different seed baths to date eg against pests, drought, to give warmth or light, against 
excess water, to develo oils leaves roots etc increase N fixation … 
 
Spray the plants – prepotentised products 1:4,000 at 40l per Ha ie BD preps, humus 
building preparations (500), fruit-plus (501), pro-heat (valerian). 
 
13 Holy nights. 24th Dec to Jan 5th. Earth remembers the previous summer. We can 
help this memory. Eg 24th Aries night: overall cereals and curcubits. So I can sow the 
seeds which have had their seedbath to connect the seeds to Zoe, and on 24th spray the 
soil to connect to Aries for the maximum result. 
 
Spray the plants as necessary … (?) 
 
Trees – 500 mm below the roots a sealed bottle is placed which works for 30 years. 
Eg 3 ingredients a) Humus to counteract the devitalisation, b) antipest, c) connect to 
the group soul. Variables ie Leo connected to fruit, Taurus for timber, Scorpio for 
leaves, Aquarius for flowers. For very old trees and vines there is a rejuvinating 
product which can add 15 years to the life. This gives continuous connection and can 
reduce pest damage by 50-70%. 
 
Compost using a preparation via Alex Podolinski. AP has a bad temper like a 
Neapolitan. He is a ‘know-it-all’ and all one can do is agree and nod. But he is also a 
genius. His prepared 500 – a synthesis for farms as big as Belguim. Invented a good 
preparation and potentised it and added more 500 and more clay preparation and put it 
in a bottle. Tie the bottle to a plastic string and place it in 20 m3 of compost or 
manure. The effect lasts for three years. Reduced time needed for composting, no 
turning needed, excellent quality – you can smell the difference. Composting also 
connects to Zoe. 
 
Farm organism. RS talked a lot about this, the animals, trees, hedges, and ponds. It is 
an unending topic. It is all about relationships. Zoe comes from the east, Bios from 
the South like winds. So helpful trees to incarnate BIOS in the South, Bios cannot 
cross  roads so on south side of the street we plant a hedge which sends Bios over the 
road. %ages of woods and orchards. Every fruit tree brings down a certain aspect of 
Zoe and radiates different Zoes. Also types of birds. All this must be studied. So farm 
layout is the most difficult subject. 
 



¿The other legumes for fixing the different Ns: Which are they? Eg Pseudacacia – 
Laburnum – of all the legumes this is the jolliest – the joker. Laburnum does it all. 
Gorse … 
 
There are seven types of Ca – which types are we working with? Slaked lime, quick 
lime… In the Koberwitz course he talks of slaked and quick lime. In easter 
imaginations lime in Spring is enlivened and in fall it is dead. Lime of snail shells. 
The greatest lime is that lime which changes hatred into love – 500. This transforms 
hatred to love. Each time we bury it in the body of Christ it is Christianised. The 
preparations are the sacraments. The farmer is the priest. Or perhaps this is an 
Anthroposophical fantasy. 
 
RS said that to keep in shape we should have a half teaspoon of honey each day. To 
activate vital processes grape juice. This activates all vital processes. Like monastic 
herbal drinks. Alcohol send consciousness away. Add grape juice and it activates the 
500 process and the vital processes of the soil. Added to 501 it increase the Si forces. 
An impressive example was removing the salination of the Spanish oil with pure juice 
in the preparations – 100,000 times more effective. Each week in the Sun increases 
the brix by 1˚. This can be done in 2 days with the preparations. Jupiter is the old Sun 
– potetnise… (?) 


